The use of numerical techniques such as the Boundary Element Method is well suited for the study of noise barriers of complex shapes. Full studies, up to 4000 Hz, can only be done with 2D approximations, where the geometry of the problem is infinite, which is a realistic approximation for noise barriers, Post-treatments allow to derive results for infinite incoherent line sources or discrete point sources, The effect of source types is presented for road traff}c noise.
INTRODUCTION
Several numerical models may be used to assess the efficiency of noise barriers. Geometrical approaches are well suited for complex ground profiles with 3D effects but can not be used to predict the efficiency of complex screens. On the other end, boundary element methods are precise but expensive techniques that can not be used at medium or high frequencies. 2D approaches greatly reduce the computation times and permit analysis at all frequencies. They assume the screen to be of infinite extend and the source to be coherent along a line parallel to the screen. The former point is usually well approximated in reality whereas the latter is not verified by practical traffic noise sources which are betier approximated by infinite incoherent line sources or by sets of point sources. Recent works have shown that it is possible to post-process the 2D results to derive solutions for these more realistic sources (1,2). Applications of such treatments are presented for road traffic noise problems.
THE BOUNDARY ELE~NT~THOD
The boundary element technique is a well-known method based on the integral representation of the acoustical pressure in terms of pressure at the boundaries of the problem and elementary solutions called Green functions.
The computer program MICADO (2) @rench acronym for Integral Method for the Acoustical Computation of the Diffraction by Obstacles) includes ground effects in the Green function so that only the obstacles or parts of the ground with an impedance different from the infinite flat ground must be discretised (3) . Rather than using dkectly the integral representation through a collocation scheme a variational approach has been used (2). A Functional is derived and discretised with linear 2D elements.
Several aspects of MICADO are worth mentioning since they greatly reduce the computation times: q The Hankel functions necessary to compute the Green functions are tabulated and extrapolated when needed thus reducing the computation times by more than twenty. The resolution algorithms have been adapted and optimised; storing the decomposed matrix permits to solve the problem for several positions of sources with little increase of time which is significant for traffic noise from several simultaneous lanes. The use of a variational approach leads to a symmetric system more rapidly solved, without irregular frequencies.
SOURCE TYPE EFFECTS
The transformation of 2D results from MICADO with a Fourier type integral (2) has been used in order to assess the influence of source types on the efficiency of screens in dB(A). Four lanes are modelled as infinite line sources on the ground. A straight rigid screen 4 m high is considered and is improved by a 1 m wide horizontal top (T screen) covered with 5 cm of mineral wool . A typical road noise spectrum is used with Aweighted power levels of 86, 90, 93, 96, 93 , 88 dB for octave bands 125 to 4000 Hz. Figure 1 shows the difference of efficiency in dB(A) of the T screen between coherent and incoherent line sources, where the efficiency is defined as the reduction of noise due to the screen, for both a rigid and a grassy ground. Considering incoherent, more realistic, sources reduces the e~ciency of the screen up to 2 or 3 dB(A).
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